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INITIAL IMPRESSION 

The knife screams old fashioned American quality. It is solid, well-finished,           
painstakingly engineered, and sports a striking black and gray color scheme. It            
feels like a natural extension of one’s hand. The black paracord lanyard guarded             
by Smilin’ Charlie the skull adds a touch of mystique. The package is highlighted              
by a very nice felt-lined embroidered pouch bearing Wilson’s name and logo. This             
folder reflects such notable craftsmanship that even Ebenezer Scrooge would have           
to smile.  

HANDLE  
The entire handle has been contoured for maximum user comfort. One will            
appreciate this fact during heavy cutting jobs and daily carry. The handle            
measures just a hair over 4.5” in length and 1” in height. It consists of two                
individual sections of titanium, an ideal choice for the handle of a high-end knife              
because of its extreme durability and lighter weight. This is a rather costly             
material, but when one is contemplating the purchase of a folding knife that will              
outlast the owner and his kin, I can’t think of a better material. 
 
Unlike many folders, the handle is curved, providing a comfortable palm swell.            
The left side of the handle contains a black G10 inlay having a multi-dimensional              
appearance. The texture provides quite a bit of gripping power as well. It fits              
precisely into the handle and is secured with three small Torx screws. Both sides              
of the handle have a half-moon contour allowing the user fast and positive access              
to both thumb studs while providing one’s index finger an added measure of             
comfort and stability.  



 
Having a 3/16” gap between the two panels allows the user to easily see into the                
internal mechanism, a great feature. Pocket knives tend to collect mass quantities            
of lint and other debris which will clog the internals. All one needs to keep this                
folder clean and in perfect working condition is a Q-Tip and some Wilson oil.  
 

BLADE 
The 3.5” blade length is ideal for an everyday carry folder. This is a drop-point               
blade, meaning that the tip of the blade drops below the level of the spine. This                
offers the user detailed control while cutting. The blade’s grind is known as a              
hollow grind. This style of grind provides a thin and very sharp cutting edge. 
 
This folder is equipped with two different mechanisms for opening the blade. The             
first method utilizes two oversized ambidextrous thumb studs. They are easy to            
reach and allow the blade to open with little effort. The second method involves a               
flipper. This is part of the blade that extends upward from the handle about ¼”               
inch when closed. The concept here is that one can hold the knife in one hand and                 
use one’s index finger to apply force in significant quantity to open the blade.              
When open, the serrated flipper acts as a finger guard.  
 
Another practical feature of this folder are the thumb serrations atop the blade.             
There are two individual sets. Their locations are ideal, providing perfect resting            
spots for one’s thumb. I don’t recall ever seeing a folder having two sets of               
serrations on the same blade.  It is an effective and practical addition.  
 

BLADE STEEL 
ELMAX steel is a premium-grade material that was created by the           
Austrian/Swedish firm of Bohler-Uddenhold and first appeared in the States          
around 2010. According to an article in BLADEOPS, the Cutlery Allied Trades            
Research Association conducted an edge retention test on this steel and found that             
it scored higher than any other steel tested. According to another BALDEOPS            
publication, the composition of this steel “allows for the metal to have a high wear               
resistance, high compressive strength, superior corrosion resistance, and a very          
good dimensional stability, or the ability to retain its size and form even after              
taking abuse”.  

 



 
 

EVALUATION 
The blade was subjected to a number of tribulations designed to reveal its abilities              
and shortcomings (if any). To sum up the torture process, I gave six heavy blows               
to a solid block of ice. The purpose of this test was to see if the cutting edge would                   
roll or deform. It did not. I then chopped, whittled, and cut my way well into a 2x4                  
piece of wood, drove the entire blade into a thick plastic chest several times, forced               
the blade into the top of a sealed can of vegetables and then cut a soda can into                  
several pieces. I also used a mallet to drive the cutting edge completely through a               
thick hardcover portion of an old book from top to bottom. In spite of the abuse                
heaped upon the ELMAX blade, it held up beautifully, earning only some scratches             
and abrasions. Tuff stuff! 
 

WARRANTY 
A product’s warranty is critical because it reveals the level of confidence held by              
the manufacturer. Wilson does not offer a written warranty for this item, or any of               
its items for that matter. Wilson’s policy is simple: if it bears their name, they               
guarantee it, as long as you do not abuse it.  One could not hope for a better policy. 
 

FINAL ANALYSIS: PRO v. CON 
Pro:  
 
American made, premium blade steel, dual opening system, completely dehorned,          
dual thumb serrations, lifetime assurance policy, flawless blade to handle fit,           
dramatic visual appearance, oversized ambidextrous thumb studs, heavy duty         
sculptured titanium handle, perfect for both right and left-handed users, high           
quality padded and embroidered pouch, and Smilin’ Charlie the skull and paracord            
lanyard. 
 
Con: none found. 

 
SUMMARY 

There is something inherent to this folder that transcends the spoken word. Its             
appearance, quality, and performance capabilities are such that one can’t help but            



want one, or two. This is a classic example of the quintessential American folder              
that will outlast its owner while providing unparalleled service.  


